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ARGUMENT 
 

I. FATHER RECEIVED INEFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE OF 
COUNSEL.  

 
The State does not dispute that Father was entitled to effective 

assistance of counsel.  (Response at 30).  Even so, the State argues that 

Father’s counsel need not attend pre-termination hearings nor does his 

counsel need to cross-examine an ICWA expert, at Father’s termination 

hearing, regarding the State’s compliance with ICWA.  (Response at 32-35).   

Due to the “important and fundamental interests involved,” Montana 

law provides a parent in termination proceedings is entitled to effective 

assistance of counsel.  In re C.M.C., 2009 MT 153, ¶ 30, 350 Mont. 391, 208 

P.3d 809.  Both the Due Process Clause of the Montana Constitution and 

Mont. Code Ann. § 41-3-425 provide parents the right to effective assistance 

of counsel.  Mont. Const. Art. II, ¶ 17; Mont. Code Ann. § 41-3-422.  The right 

to effective assistance of counsel extends beyond just the termination 

hearing but applies to all pre-termination hearings as well.  In re A.D.B., 

2013 MT 167, ¶ 17, 370 Mont. 422.  

This Court evaluates the effectiveness of counsel in dependent neglect 

proceedings by looking to two main factors.  In re A.S., 2004 MT 62, ¶¶ 26, 

31, 320 Mont. 268, 87 P.3d 403.  The first factor is counsel’s experience and 

training in representing a parent in dependent neglect proceedings.  Id., ¶ 
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26.  The second factor is the quality of counsel’s advocacy demonstrated 

during the proceedings.  Id.  Once the Court has determined that a parent 

has suffered prejudice because of his or her counsel’s ineffectiveness, it will 

assess whether the parent suffered prejudice as a result.  Id., ¶ 31.  

Father’s counsel was ineffective, under the second prong, because of 

her lack of advocacy demonstrated during the proceedings.  The State claims 

that Father received “zealous representation from a competent and prepared 

attorney . . . .”  (Response at 13).  Yet a review of the record shows that Father 

failed to receive any representation from counsel during both the 

permanency plan hearing and the temporary legal custody extension 

hearing.  (Dkt 34; 11/7/16 trans. at 1:10-12).   This simply cannot be found to 

be effective assistance of counsel.  Also, Father’s counsel did not effectively 

advocate for Father at the termination hearing as she was not prepared to 

cross-examine the ICWA expert regarding the State’s compliance with 

ICWA.  

The State claims that Father’s counsel was not ineffective for failing to 

cross-examine the ICWA expert regarding the State’s compliance with ICWA 

because the State need not elicit this testimony.  The State is confusing its 

burden in terminating parental rights with Father’s counsel’s duty to 

advocate for her client in a dependent neglect proceeding.  Just because the 
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State need not elicit specific testimony from the ICWA expert, does not mean 

that Father’s counsel had no duty to cross-examine the ICWA expert about 

the State’s compliance with ICWA.  Under this logic, counsel would never 

have an obligation to cross-examine a witness about matters independent of 

the State’s burden. 

This Court should find that Father’s counsel was ineffective for two 

reasons.  First, she did not attend the Permanency Plan Hearing, where she 

should have objected to the continued placement of A.L.D. in a non-ICWA 

compliant home.  Second, Father’s counsel did not effectively advocate at 

Father’s termination hearing, as she did not cross-examine the ICWA expert 

about the State’s compliance with ICWA.  Thus, this Court should reverse 

and remand for proceedings that afford Father effective assistance of 

counsel.  Doing otherwise would violate Montana constitutional and 

statutory law.  

A. FATHER’S COUNSEL WAS INEFFECTIVE FOR FAILING TO 
ADVOCATE FOR FATHER AT THE PERMANENCY PLAN HEARING.  
 

The State contends that it was not ineffective for Father’s counsel to 

fail to appear at the Permanency Plan Hearing.  (Response at 32).   However, 

the state does not dispute that a Permanency Plan Hearing is a pre-

termination stage in a dependent neglect proceeding.  The State ignores the 

fact that Father has a constitutional right to counsel, not just at the 
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termination hearing but all pre-termination hearings as well.  In re A.D.B., ¶ 

17.  The State fails to cite any law that states a Permanency Plan hearing is 

not a pre-termination hearing, where Father was not entitled to counsel.  

At the Permanency Plan Hearing, the State informed the court that 

CFS’s Permanency Plan changed and that it was not pursuing reunification 

any longer.  (11/7/16 Trans at 10:15).  The State incorrectly asserts to the 

Court in its Response, “Father failed to establish how Syth could have 

opposed the proposed concurrent plans (reunification or adoption).”  

(Response at 14).    But the record shows that the State decided not to pursue 

reunification before the Permanency Plan hearing.  Thus, there was only one 

plan:  adoption.  (11/7/16 Trans. at 1:10-15).    

The State also discounts what occurs at a Permanency Plan Hearing by 

stating, it is only to “confirm there is a general plan for the child’s future in 

place.” (Response at 35).  However, the purpose of this hearing is to reach 

permanency for a child, and, by statute, the court’s permanency options 

include reunification with the child’s parent, permanent placement of the 

child with a noncustodial parent, adoption, appointment of a guardian, or 

long-term custody in a permanent living arrangement.  Mont. Code Ann. § 

41-3-445(8).  The district court must make significant decisions at a 
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Permanency Plan Hearing, and this hearing is just as necessary as any other 

proceeding in a dependent neglect case.  

Here, the State claims “Father failed to establish how Syth could have 

opposed the proposed concurrent plans (reunification or adoption).” 

(Response at 14).  First, there was one plan at the Permanency Plan Hearing: 

adoption.  (11/7/16 Trans. at 1:10-15).  Second, the State fails to cite any law 

to support its remarks that Father’s attorney could not have opposed the 

permanency plan of adoption.  Father’s attorney’s failure to object is even 

more remarkable considering that the State placed A.L.D. with a white, non-

ICWA-compliant home.   

Father’s counsel had the authority to object to the State’s plan to place 

A.L.D. for adoption when she was in a non-ICWA compliant home.  However, 

she was not present to do so.  Despite the State’s minimization of what 

occurred at this hearing, Father’s counsel should have informed the court 

that A.L.D. was in a non-ICWA compliant home. Apparently, Father’s 

attorney told the State that she had no objection to this Permanency Plan.  

Thus, the Court adopted the plan of placing A.L.D. for adoption.  Father’s 

attorney should have been present to advocate for Father when the State 

decided that adoption was the only plan and should have made it clear to the 
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court that she objected to the continued placement of A.L.D. in a non-ICWA 

compliant home. 

The State claims that it was not ineffective assistance of counsel for 

Father’s counsel to fail to attend the Permanency Plan because the court left 

the record open for objections.  (Response at 34).  Under this logic, counsel 

was even more ineffective for failing to attend the hearing and failing to file 

a motion objecting to the Permanency Plan and A.L.D.’s continued 

placement in a non-ICWA-compliant home.  

Because Father’s attorney was not present at the Permanency Plan 

hearing, Father did not have counsel advocating for him during this pre-

termination hearing as required under the Montana Constitution and 

Montana statutory law.  Father did not receive effective counsel when his 

counsel failed to attend a pre-termination hearing.  Father’s counsel’s failure 

to participate in the hearing and her subsequent failure to place an objection 

on the record prejudiced father.  This prejudiced Father because the State 

did not follow ICWA’s placement preferences and he has a right to ensure 

that ICWA is followed.  After the Permanency Plan Hearing, the court 

granted the Permanency Plan which no longer sought reunification with 

Father but the placement of A.L.D. in a non-ICWA compliant home.  (Dkt 

40). 
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B. FATHER’S COUNSEL WAS ALSO INEFFECTIVE FOR FAILING TO 
CROSS-EXAMINE THE ICWA EXPERT ABOUT THE STATE’S NON-
COMPLIANCE WITH ICWA.  

 
The State claims that Father’s counsel’s cross-examination of the 

ICWA expert was sufficient because “the only issue a QEW is directed to 

testify about is whether the Indian child would suffer serious emotional or 

physical damage if the parent were to maintain custody.”   (Response at 32).  

However, the State is confusing the State’s burden in a termination of 

parental rights case with Father’s counsel’s requirement to advocate 

effectively for her client.  This interpretation would also leave Father with no 

remedy for A.L.D.’s improper placement throughout these proceedings.  

The State must elicit the testimony from an ICWA expert that an Indian 

child would suffer serious emotional or physical damage if the parent were 

to maintain custody.  25 U.S.C. § 1912 (f).  

The State also must prove to the Court, beyond a reasonable doubt, that 

“active efforts have been made to provide remedial services and 

rehabilitative programs designed to prevent the breakup of the Indian family 

and that these efforts have proven unsuccessful.”  25 U.S.C. § 1912(d).  The 

law does not specify from whom this testimony must come, but it does not 

prohibit an ICWA expert from testifying about the State’s active efforts, or in 

this case, lack of active efforts.  
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Even so, the State thinks it is irrelevant for Father’s counsel to cross-

examine the ICWA expert to determine if the State used “active efforts.”  

(Response at 14).  This Court has never held an ICWA expert is not qualified 

to testify about the State’s active or inactive efforts in a dependent neglect 

case.  Nor has this Court ever held that an ICWA expert’s testimony regarding 

the State’s compliance would be irrelevant.  In any event, the State 

incorrectly asserts that because an ICWA expert is not directed to testify 

about the State’s active efforts and that this testimony is irrelevant.  

(Response at 32-33).   

It is nonsensical to argue that an ICWA expert’s testimony about the 

State’s compliance with ICWA is irrelevant. Instead, an ICWA expert’s 

testimony about the State’s compliance with ICWA is exceptionally relevant 

and would be more credible than the Department’s testimony about its 

compliance with ICWA.  

The State’s argument that the ICWA expert need not testify about the 

State’s compliance with active efforts also fails to appreciate the purpose of 

ICWA, which is to prevent the breakup of the Indian family.  In re D.S.B., 

2013 MT 112, ¶ 17, 370 Mont. 37, 300 P.3d 702.  In fact, it is not uncommon 

for an ICWA expert to testify about the State’s compliance with ICWA’s active 

efforts requirement.  In re A.S., 2011 MT 69, ¶ 20, 360 Mont. 55, 253 P.3d 
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799 (ICWA Expert, testified that “appropriate agencies had been engaged in 

31 “active efforts” to keep the children with Mother.”; In re P.V., 2016 MT 

79N ¶ 16, 383 Mont. 546, 369 P.3d 356 (ICWA expert testified that she 

believed the Department made active efforts to reunify P.V. with Father). 

It was the duty of Father’s Counsel to advocate on his behalf.  Father 

has a constitutional right for this to happen.  The CPS testified that she did 

not make active efforts for Father: “he did sign his treatment plan with a 

prior worker, so he knows what was required of him to complete [it]”. 

(4/4/17 Trans. at 23:2-4; In re K.B., 2013 MT 133, ¶ 31, 370 Mont. 254, 301 

P.3d 836 (providing a parent a treatment plan and waiting for him to 

complete it does not equate to “active efforts.”).  

Common sense supports the conclusion that the ICWA expert would 

have also testified that the State did not make active efforts, especially when 

the CPS testified that she essentially did nothing for Father.  (4/4/17 Trans. 

at 22:24-23:14). 

Father’s counsel failed to elicit the testimony from the ICWA expert 

that the State did not comply with ICWA’s active efforts requirement.  The 

court therefore did not hear testimony from the expert that the State did not 

employ active efforts here.  Counsel’s failures prejudiced Father because the 

court must ensure that the State follows ICWA.  The district court would err 
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if it heard this testimony and did not direct the State to go back and employ 

active efforts.  In re A.N., 2005 MT 19, ¶ 19, 325 Mont. 379, 106 P.3d 556. 

After all, the court must ensure that the State complies with ICWA.  25 U.S.C. 

§ 1912(d); In re A.N., ¶ 19. 

II. THE DISTRICT COURT ABUSED ITS DISCRETION IN 
FINDING, BEYOND A REASONABLE DOUBT, THAT THE 
STATE MADE ACTIVE EFFORTS.  

 
The State concedes that the State must do more than “simply give a 

parent a treatment plan and wait for him to complete it.”  (Response at 20).  

The State also concedes that the State must prove to the court, that it met 

this requirement, beyond a reasonable doubt.  Id.  In addition to these 

requirements, the court’s termination order must discuss which, if any, 

“active efforts” CFS made.  In re K.B., ¶ 24.   

The State is correct; this Court does hold that because the purpose of 

“active efforts” are to prevent the breakup of an Indian family, the district 

court may consider other efforts provided to the other parent and children 

when evaluating the total “active efforts.”  (Response at 23).  But the State is 

incorrect in its analysis.  Just because the State may consider other efforts 

made, this does not excuse the State from their obligation to provide the 

Father active efforts to prevent the breakup of the Indian family.  The State 

lists some active efforts that the State made, with no citation to the record.  
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(Response at 23).  However, after scouring the entire record, the State 

provided most of these efforts only for the Mother.   

In fact, CPS testified that once Father was incarcerated, she visited him 

once, did not offer Father any programs, even though she “believe[ed] at 

Yellowstone County there might be [programs], did not contact the jail to see 

if there was a class for him, and did not contact him once between July 2016 

and April 2017.”  (4/4/17 Trans. at 22:24-23:14).   

The State cites In re M.S., In re D.A., In re T.W.F., and In re D.S.B. to 

argue that the active efforts employed in those cases are like the active efforts 

provided this case. (Response at 23).  Again, this conclusion, which is 

unsupported by any citation to the record, is incorrect.   

In re M.S., is dissimilar to the case at hand.  (Response at 23).  There, 

Father had a conviction for aggravated sexual abuse of another daughter and 

was serving a term of forty years in prison.  In re M.S., 2014 MT 265A, ¶ 28, 

376 Mont. 394, 336 P.3d 930.  Thus, the State did not offer the Father a 

treatment plan because of his long-term incarceration, finding that G.S. will 

not be able to parent his daughter any time before she reaches the age of 

majority.  Id. ¶ 26. The State offered Mother a treatment plan and then 

consented to the termination of her parental rights.  Id.  The only similarity 

in that case to the case at hand is that the State did not engage in active efforts 
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for the Father.  Here, the State treated Father as if he was also facing a term 

of forty years imprisonment and failed to provide Father any active efforts to 

prevent the breakup of his Indian family.  

The State also tries to compare the two cases to argue that the State is 

not at fault for its lack of active efforts because Father was incarcerated.  

(Response at 22).  However, Father never faced 40 years in prison for 

sexually assaulting his daughter, like In re M.S., instead he was in pre-release 

at the time of the termination hearing.  (4/4/17 Trans. at 24:14-15).     

The State cites In re D.A. to compare the active efforts employed in that 

case, to argue that the State employed the same active efforts here.  

(Response at 23).  In In re D.A., Mother, like Father, here, was incarcerated 

during periods of the case.  Yet in In re D.A., the State provided various active 

efforts to reunite Mother with her daughter including:  scheduled visitations 

between Mother and D.A., moved D.A. to a foster home closer to Mother 

while in Butte Pre-Release Center, helped Mother receive services in Butte, 

met with Mother to devise a plan to return D.A. to Mother’s care, visited 

Mother’s ARC program home, gathered the appropriate paperwork for 

Mother to obtain a license, obtained daycare referrals so Mother could 

maintain a job once reunited with D.A., provided Mother information about 

living at “Michel’s House” in Billings with D.A., scheduled visits with Mother 
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at Swartz’s office and Mother’s home, discussed Intermountain Program 

with mother to receive in home therapy, provided urinalysis testing, and 

placed Mother in the ARC program, arranged meetings with Mother upon 

her release from supervision.  In re D.A., 2013 MT 191, ¶¶ 35-39, 371 Mont. 

46, 305 P.3d 824.   

Even though CPS McNamara talked with Father about chemical 

dependency and facilitated one visit with A.L.D., the record shows that while 

Father was incarcerated (in the same city as CPS McNamara), she merely 

expected for him to complete his treatment plan with no assistance.  Thus, 

In re D.A. is also distinguishable.  

The State also cites In re T.W.F., arguing that the active efforts there 

are the same active efforts the State employed here.  (Response at 23).  But 

in that case, even though Mother was incarcerated for a majority of the case,  

the State’s active efforts included:  scheduling and facilitating visitations, 

providing Mother money and bus tickets to travel to visitations, provided 

Mother health information for her children, provided Mother drug and 

alcohol treatment, provided Mother a parenting assessment, and various 

contact with M.G.  In re T.W.F., 2009 MT ¶¶ 22-23, 351 Mont. 233, 210 P.3d 

174.  Again, the State did not employ those kinds of active efforts here.  
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Finally, the state cites In re D.S.B., in an attempt to compare the two 

cases.  (Response at 23).  Yet in In re D.S.B. the State provided Father with 

two treatment plans, CPS assistance, supervised visitation, drug testing, 

chemical dependency treatment, counseling, referrals to treatment 

providers, in-home services, contact with his children while incarcerated, 

and parenting coaching.  In re D.S.B., 2013 MT 112, ¶ 16, 370 Mont. 37, 300 

P.3d 702.  The Court also analyzed the active efforts the State provided the 

Mother and children.  Id., ¶ 17. The Court found that the children received 

counseling, they implemented a trial home visit with birth mother and 

attempted to place the children with Indian family members.  Id., ¶ 17.  

Again, the State did not employ those kinds of active efforts here, and never 

tried to place A.L.D. with Indian family members, despite it’s knowledge of 

Paternal Grandmother, who is not only appropriate but who has Father’s 

other children.   

The State’s claims in its response that “Father erroneously argues that 

QEQ’s testimony that active efforts were made is required,” on pages 16 and 

19 of Father’s Opening Brief.  (Response at 25).  This is not the case.  In 

Father’s Opening Brief, Father argues that his counsel was ineffective for not 

cross-examining the ICWA expert about the State’s compliance with ICWA. 

(Opening Brief at 16).  On page 19, Father’s counsel argues that the ICWA 
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expert “never testified to the active efforts provided for Father.”  On neither 

of those two pages did Father’s counsel “erroneously” argue that the ICWA 

Expert had to discuss this topic. The State fails to accept responsibility for 

the fact that it is the State’s burden to prove that it employed active efforts, 

beyond a reasonable doubt, to prevent the breakup of the Indian family.  25 

U.S.C. § 1912(d). 

The State fails to present any substantial evidence to establish that the 

State employed active efforts to prevent the breakup of the Indian Family.  

The State must prove that they employed active efforts beyond a reasonable 

doubt, the highest burden in the court of law.  All the State did was provide 

Father his treatment plan and expected him to complete it.  (See CPS 

McNamara testimony at page 23).  This is precisely what this Court 

prohibited in In re K.B, 2013 MT 133, ¶ 31, 370 Mont. 109, 59 P.3d 1063.  

Finally, the district court’s order insufficiently addressed the State’s 

active efforts.  The district court made a conclusory statement that “the 

department used active efforts to prevent the breakup of the Indian family.” 

(Dkt 60 at 11).  Similarly, the State argues in their brief “here the court’s oral 

findings, and comments, as well as its order terminating Father’s rights 

explicitly establish the court, agreed active efforts had been made . . .” 

(Response at 28).  Again, the State does not cite the record or provide an 
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example of these oral findings and comments, which explicitly show that the 

State made active efforts.  The State’s lack of citations to “active efforts” can 

be attributed to lack of specific evidence of the State’s “active efforts” in the 

record and in the district court’s order.   

III. THE DISTRICT COURT COMMITTED REVERSIBLE ERROR 
BY NOT FOLLOWING ICWA’S PLACEMENT PREFERENCES.  

 
A. A.L.D.’S PLACEMENT IS AN APPEALABLE ISSUE.   

 
Father appeals the termination of his parental rights and the 

placement of A.L.D. at the same time.  Thus, as this Court held in In re 

C.B.D., he retains standing for this Court to address both issues. 2017 MT 

108, 387 Mont. 327, 395 P.3d 202.   Father seeks a reversal of the termination 

of his parental rights, so this Court must consider the merits of his argument 

that the State placed A.L.D. in a home that violates ICWA.  Id.  The State 

argues that there is no reason to overturn In re C.B.D.  (Response at 39).  

However, the State tries to distinguish these two cases and again incorrectly 

states that Father cannot appeal A.L.D.’s placement because her placement 

is ongoing.  (Response at 40).  As addressed above, this Court has already 

held that the only non-appealable issue in a Dependent Neglect case is 

“temporary legal custody.”  Thus, this argument fails.  

The State also argues that Father may not appeal the placement of 

A.L.D. because A.L.D.’s placement is not final.  (Response at 41).  The State 
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cites the Montana Rules of Appellate Procedure to support its argument.  

This Court has explicitly held “[i]n regards to abuse and neglect proceedings, 

the Montana Rules of Appellate Procedure only designate orders of 

temporary custody among those which are not appealable.”  In re S.S., 2012 

MT 78, ¶ 10, 437, 276 P.3d 883 (citing M.R. App. P. 6(5)(c)).  The Court again 

held this in In re J.H., 2016 MT 35, ¶ 15, n.1, 382 Mont. 214, 367 P.3d 339.  

When a district court finds that a child is a “youth in need of care” who is 

“abused, neglected, or dependent” the court may give CFS temporary legal 

custody of the child.  Mont. Code Ann. § 41-3-442.  

Father is not appealing the district court’s decision to give temporary 

legal custody to CFS. Instead, he appeals the State’s noncompliance with 

ICWA’s placement preferences for foster and pre-adoptive placements.  

Thus, the State’s argument that Father cannot appeal the placement of A.L.D. 

is erroneous.   

B. THE STATE PLACED A.L.D. IN A NON-ICWA-COMPLIANT 
FOSTER HOME, AND THERE WAS NO GOOD CAUSE FOR THE STATE 
TO DEVIATE FROM ICWA’S PLACEMENT PREFERENCES.  

 
When the State places a child in foster care or a pre-adoptive 

placement, the first placement preference is with a member of the Indian 

child's extended family.  25 U.S.C. § 1915(b).  The district court must order a 

pre-adoptive or foster placement of an Indian child in accordance with ICWA 
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preferences unless it finds good cause to deviate from them.  In re C.H., 2000 

MT 64, ¶ 12, 299 Mont. 62, 998 P.2d 776.  The State ignores the fact that 25 

U.S.C. § 1915(b) applies to children placed in foster care or a pre-adoptive 

placement, not just adoptive placements.  (Response at 47-48).  

The State concedes that the district court made findings of A.L.D.’s 

placement at the termination hearing and found that A.L.D.’s placement had 

not complied with ICWA.  (Response at 48-49).  The State also concedes that 

if the State did not have good cause to depart from ICWA’s placement 

preferences, that her placement was not ICWA compliant.  (Response at 49).   

The State tries to explain its failure to comply with ICWA by stating 

that A.L.D.’s placement was “with siblings in a placement approved by the 

Tribes.”  (Response at 49).  After again reviewing the transcript of the 

termination hearing, not one person testified that the State placed A.L.D. 

with her siblings.  And CPS McNamara testified “the plan is to circulate 

[A.L.D.] for an ICWA-compliant home, and if that cannot happen, then, yes, 

to see if the Tribe would approve her current foster placement.”  (4/4/17 

Trans. at 29:1-3).  Her testimony shows that the tribe had not yet approved 

A.L.D.’s placement.  

Without even analyzing the ICWA guidelines, it is clear:  the State did 

not comply with ICWA’s placement preferences as codified in statute under 
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25 U.S.C.  § 1915 and the district court did not order A.L.D.’s foster placement 

in accordance with ICWA’s statutory preferences.   

ICWA established a “[f]ederal policy, that, where possible, an Indian 

child should remain in the Indian community,” and to ensure that these 

determinations are not based on “a white, middle-class standard which, in 

many cases, forecloses placement with [an] Indian family.”  Miss. Band of 

Choctaw Indians v. Holyfield et al. 490 U.S. 30, 36-37, 109 S. Ct. 1597, 1602 

(1989).  The State ignored these requirements, placed A.L.D. in a white, non-

ICWA compliant foster home, and the district court failed to uphold the 

minimum requirements under ICWA.  The State fails to cite anything that 

could constitute “good cause” to depart from ICWA’s codified placement 

preferences. Also, the district court erred in finding that the State placed 

A.L.D. with siblings in a home approved by the tribe, as the record shows 

otherwise.  (Term. Trans. 29:1-3). For these reasons, this Court should 

reverse for proceedings that comply with ICWA.  

C. THE COURT SHOULD APPLY THE 2015 ICWA GUIDELINES.  
 

The State asks the Court “to refrain from applying the 2015 or 2016 

Guidelines or Regulations.”  (Response at 47).  Then, while stating that the 

2015 Guidelines are “not applicable” tries to use the definition of 

“unavailability” from the 2015 Guidelines to argue there was “good cause” to 
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not place A.L.D. with an ICWA compliant family member.  (Response at 50). 

This argument fails because “unavailability” only constitutes good cause to 

deviate from the preferences if the State has completed a “diligent search” 

for a compliant placement.  80 Fed. Reg. Vol. 80, No 37 at 10149 (2015 

Guidelines).  

A diligent search requires that the State bear the burden of proof if it 

departs from ICWA’s placement preferences and must prove that it 

conducted a “diligent search” to identify placement options that satisfy 

ICWA’s placement preferences, including notification to the child’s extended 

family.  Id.  There is no record of the State completing a diligent search here.   

The purpose of the ICWA guidelines is to help state courts interpret 

and apply ICWA.  In re C.H., ¶ 12.  The State’s continued failure to follow 

ICWA throughout these proceedings suggests that they should follow the 

Guidelines more closely, not ask this Court to ignore them.  

The court has not expressly overruled the 2015 Guidelines unless it 

now chooses to adopt the 2016 Guidelines and Regulations.  Either way, the 

result of this proceeding does not change, the State violated the codified 

statutory federal law and placed A.L.D. in a non-ICWA compliant home, 

without good cause to do so.  
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If the Court chooses to adopt the 2016 Guidelines, it also does not affect 

the outcome of this case because the provisions applicable to ICWA’s 

placement preferences do not change even with the adoption of the 2016 

Guidelines.  Under both the 2015 Guidelines and the 2016 Guidelines, 

ICWA’s placement preferences apply in any pre-adoptive or foster-care 

placement of an Indian child.  25 C.F.R. 23.129 (2016 Guidelines); Fed. Reg. 

Vol. 80, No. 37 at 10157.  Under both Guidelines, in a pre-adoptive or foster-

care placement of an Indian child, the State must give the preference to a 

member of an Indian child’s extended family. 25 C.F.R.23.131 (B); Fed. Reg. 

Vol. 80, No. 37 at 10157.  

Under both the 2015 and 2016 Guidelines, “good cause” to deviate 

from ICWA’s placement preferences, requires the party asserting to state the 

reasons on the record to not comply with the placement preferences and 

must prove by clear and convincing evidence that “good cause” does exist.  

25 C.F.R. 23.132 (2016 Guidelines); Fed. Reg. Vol 80, No. 37 at 10158 (2015 

Guidelines).  Both guidelines also require a determination by the court that 

good cause exists. 25 C.F.R. 23.132 (2016 Guidelines); Fed. Reg. Vol. 80, No 

37 at 10158 (2015 Guidelines).  

A.L.D’s placement with a white foster family was not ICWA-compliant.  

The ICWA expert testified to this, and the district court also stated this in the 
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order after the termination hearing.  The State puts forth no argument that 

there was good cause to deviate from ICWA’s placement preferences here 

except by citing the court’s conclusory finding that there was good cause to 

deviate from 25 U.S.C. § 1915(a).  (Dkt 60).  

The State violated ICWA by failing to order the State place A.L.D. in a 

home that met ICWA’s placement preferences.  Because of this failure, this 

Court must remand this case to the district court for proceedings that comply 

with ICWA.  

CONCLUSION 

 Anything less than a reversal of the district court’s termination of 

Father’s parental rights and placement of A.L.D. in a non-ICWA compliant 

home would send a highly visible, detrimental signal that the constitutional 

right to effective assistance of counsel is toothless and that district courts 

need not follow ICWA’s placement requirements. 

RESPECTFULLY submitted this 12th day of March 2018.  

       /s/ Briana E. Kottke                                                             
       Briana E. Kottke  
       STACK & KOTTKE, PLLC 
       Attorney for Appellant 
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